


Shangies by Stilov is a Danish brand founded by Maria Stilov 
with a clear desire to create beautiful timeless pieces for the 
whole family, using high quality, durable and comfortable 
materials.

It has been fascinating for me to create a brand that has been 
so well received, not only in Denmark, but with retailers all 
around the world. Today, we deliver to hand-picked, unique 
retailers in more than 30 countries.

I hope you share our love for Shangies.

SHANGIES BY STILOV

Founder



WOMEN #1 - 18 COLOURS

Black 
No 013

White stripes 
No 016

Orange stripes 
No 017

Blue stripes 
No 018

Sunset orange 
No 020

Grey stripes 
No 015

Pale pink 
N0 021

Dusty purple 
N0 022

Blue dots 
N0 023



Raspberry red 
N0 025

Creamy white 
N0 026

Charcoal 
N0 029

Cocoa tones 
N0 030

Misty moss 
N0 031

Sunlight yellow 
No 024

Green leaves 
N0 027

WOMEN #1 - 18 COLOURS

Pink posh
N0 032

Smooth silk
N0 033

NEW NEW



WOMEN #2 - 6 COLOURS

Midnight sky 
N0 302

Ocean drops 
N0 304

Soft sage 
N0 301

Scarlet sun 
N0 303

Pearly shades 
N0 305

Rosy rose 
N0 306



Jazzy cloud 
N0 402

WOMEN #3 - 3 COLOURS

Moonlight dance 
N0 401

Sassy salsa
N0 403

NEW



Spicy pumpkin 
N0 106

Rocky raven
N0 159

Midnight blue 
N0 104

Dusty olive 
N0 103

Brown coffee 
N0 105

UNISEX - 7 COLOURS

Mellow maize 
N0 157

Groovy grass 
N0 158



Minty mint 
N0 202

Blue dots 
N0 201

Midnight sky 
N0 204

Rosy rose 
N0 203

KIDS - 4 COLOURS



1. Soft straps that 
adapt to the foot

3. Lightweight 
and comfortable

5. Durable and
supportive outsole

4. Washable

2. Breathable 
insole of airy jute

The soft straps ensure that the sandals sit great 
on your feet whether you sit, stand or walk a lot 
throughout the day. 

Shangies are made with breathable jute soles 
while the outer sole is made from reusable EVA - 
a durable and light material which provides great 
suspension to prevent sore feet.

What’s your favourite thing about Shangies?

SHANGIES BENEFITS



“Your sandals are the absolute best! I have three pairs and none 

of them are worn down even though I wear them every day”

— A HAPPY SHANGIES FAN

”I use Shangies indoors in the winter, outdoors in the summer, as spare 

shoes in the summer house – just always, actually!”

— A LOYAL SHANGIES FAN

“Shangies have been our bestselling product since

we introduced them to our customers”

— AN ENTHUSIASTIC SHANGIES RETAILER

“Shangies are perfect. They can be styled in so many ways – 

and they’re very comfortable”

— A LOVELY SHANGIES RETAILER



The material of the Shangies Bag is a mix of jute 
and cotton and you already know the straps from 
our Unisex sandals. It is available in four colours - 
Dusty olive, Brown coffee, Midnight blue and Spicy 
pumpkin

Our Shangies Bags are spacious, have a practical 
inside pocket and a small metal ring to which you 
can attach your keys - and like our sandals, they are 
washable.

Measurements: 

Medium: 48x42x8 cm

Can you tell me more about the details of the bag? 

SHANGIES BAG DETAILS



SHANGIES MEDIUM BAG - 4 COLOURS

Midnight blue
N0 901_154

Spicy pumpkin
N0 901_155

Dusty olive
No 901_153

Brown coffee
No 901_156

NEW NEW NEW

NEW



SHANGIES LARGE BAG - 4 COLOURS

Midnight blue
N0 902_154

Spicy pumpkin
N0 902_155

Dusty olive
No 902_153

Brown coffee
No 902_156

NEW NEW NEW

NEW



KEY CHAINS- ADD ON

SHANGIES KEY CHAINS

Colourful and handy accessories made from leftover 
Shangies straps. 

Each key chain is handcrafted with care, ensuring that 
no straps go to waste. By giving these straps a new life, 
we hope to reduce our environmental footprint while 
adding a touch of colour to your keys.

The metal ring makes it easy to organize and secure 
your keys while the convenient snap hook allows you 
to attach the key chain to your bag. 

Measurements: 

Full length 21 cm
Metal ring: D 3 cm
Snap hook: L 5 cm



Shangies by Stilov
Copenhagen, Denmark 
maria@shangies.com 
+45 26 84 41 43 
     shangies.com

Follow us
     shangies
     shangies_by_stilov
     shangiesbystilov


